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Abstract. Apart from the case of the KP hierarchy, all known Miura maps between
integrable Hamiltonian systems had been proven to be canonical. The remaining KP
case is settled below. As a corollary, it is shown that the KP hierarchy is a factor
- hierarchy of the mKP one, with the kernel consisting of a single scalar field. A
discrete mKP hierarchy and the associated Miura map are constructed, and the latter
is shown to be canonical as well. As in the continuous case, this implies that one
can extend the discrete KP hierarchy by a single new field into an extended discrete
KP hierarchy in such a way that the extended discrete Miura map mKP —> eKP is
a canonical isomorphism.

1. Introduction

As a rule, modern theories of integrable dynamical systems, whether finite-
dimensional, infinite-dimensional, continuous, discrete, etc. have two invariably
present central ingredients: 1) The dynamical systems under consideration always
turn out to be Hamiltonian systems, and 2) The morphisms in these theories, tradi-
tionally called the Miura maps (when they are not invertible), turn out to be Hamil-
tonian maps (also called canonical maps). The presence of these two ingredients,
nowadays taken for granted as a sort of a metaphysical principle, has been by now
established in a great variety of very general circumstances, including: scalar [1]
and matrix [2] Lax equations and Kac-Moody-Lie-algebras-related equations [3-5]
for continuous systems; and scalar Lax equations for discrete systems [6].

These two ingredients have highly unequal weights: while the Hamiltonian struc-
ture of the evolution equations can be established in a more-or-less routine fashion
by employing the powerful Residue calculus (and its various generalizations) in
modules of differential forms over rings of pseudo-differential operators [7], the
problems of existence, the canonical property, and the interpretation of the Miura
maps in contemporary theories are still a subject of mystery and speculation [8].

In the most important situation of the universal scalar differential Lax equations
[9] which have become known as the KP hierarchy, the theory has a troubling
defect in that it is still not known whether the associated Miura map is canonical
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(as conjectured in [10]) or not. One of the main results of this paper is a proof
that the Miura map for the KP hierarchy is indeed canonical . This allows one to
extend the KP hierarchy by a single field in such a way that the extended (= eKP)
hierarchy is isomorphic to the mKP one, and this isomorphism is also canonical.
Thus, KP is the factor-system of mKP, with the Kernel consisting of precisely one
scalar field. The second group of results concerns discrete equations: I construct the
modified KP (mKP) hierarchy and associated Miura map into the KP hierarchy,
and then prove that this Miura map is also Hamiltonian. Again, this allows one to
extend the KP hierarchy by a single field in such a way that the extended eKP
hierarchy is canonically isomorphic to the mKP one.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we recall the Hamiltonian
formalism for the mKP and KP hierarchies and write down an infinite system of
differential identities whose validity, to be verified, is equivalent to the property of
the Miura map being canonical . The checking of these identities is divided between
Sects. 3 and 4. Section 5 is devoted to the construction of the eKP hierarchy and
a proof of the isomorphism eKP « mKP. In Sect. 6 the discrete mKP hierarchy
is constructed and its Hamiltonian form is derived. Section 7 is devoted to a con-
struction of the Miura map and to showing that it is a canonical map. In the last
Sect. 8, the discrete eKP hierarchy is constructed and is shown to be canonically
isomorphic to the mKP one.

2. Hamiltonian Formalism for the KP and MKP Hierarchies

In this section we summarize, following [10] but in notation adjusted to our pur-
poses, the constructions of the mKP and KP hierarchies, of their Hamiltonian forms,
and of the Miura map which maps the mKP hierarchy into the KP one.

Let

(2.1)
i=0

be the Lax operator of the KP hierarchy whose nth flow has the form

L,(Ln)<0]. (2.2)

Here ξ is the algebraic version of d = d/dx, and all the pseudodifferential notations
are the usual ones (see [7, 11]). Let

oo

X = ξ + Σ<Ίξ-1 (2-3)
i=0

be the Lax operator of the mKP hierarchy whose nth flow has the form

(2.4)

where "f" stands for the "adjoint".
For a pseudodifferential operator

Θ = Σθsξ
s,

set
Res(0) = 0_i .
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The residue formula [7]

d[Res(θn)] ~ nRes(θn-ιdθ) ~ nRQs(dθ - θn~ι) ,
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(2.5)

where d is the differential and " ~ " stands for the equality modulo Im<3, can be
applied to the operators L (2.1) and S£ (2.3) in the following way. Set

Hn = n-ιRes(Ln),

Ln =

Res(dL - L") = Res

Pi(n) =

Then

whence

Similarly,

so that

Substituting (2.7) into (2.2) we obtain

?«+i

n) = Res

kt = ΣBf(δHn+ι/δAj) ,

where

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

is the (first) Hamiltonian structure of the KP hierarchy. (Formula (2.9) was derived
by Watanabe [14].) Similarly, substituting (2.8) into (2.4) we get

where

^ m K P _

αi

/ α 0

0

3

\

0

0

Wj

0

4 )
Bϋ = 2.10)

is the (first) Hamiltonian structure of the mKP hierarchy. The Miura map between
the two hierarchies, in the language of functions, is:
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Φ* : Se = ξ + Σ<*ιζ~' " L = e / α°^e-^o = J S ? ^ . ^

= ξ+ Σ°i+ι(ξ - «oΓ ( ί + 1 ) [by (2.12) below]

or, in the dual algebraic language,

Φ(L) = Φ(ξ + ΣM~r-1) = ξ + Σaiξ-' = se,

whence

Φ(Ar) = Σ a,+ι ( ~l~ 1 ) Q*(-ao) [by (2.14) below]
i+x=r V a /

fI'ία)-i)'β«(-βo)= Σ

«=o\α

where we used the formulae [10]

(ξ + u)
m = X; ( ^ j &Λ»<fw~α, m e Z , (2.12)

f2α(w)-(a + w)α(l), α € Z + , (2.13)

and the binomial relation

(2.14)

The 2α's are the classical Faa di Bruno polynomials; many formulae involving these
polynomials can be found in [2].

Transforming the expression (2.11b) by changing α into r — 1 — α we get

r - l

r—1

= 2 (α +( α

so that formula (2.11) becomes

+ Σ ( α + ! ) (-iy + 1 + "βί-i-«(-βoK (2.15)
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This is the Miura map. The claim is that this map is canonical between the Hamilto-
nian matrices Bκ? (2.9) and BmKP (2.10). Thus, the canonical property is equivalent
to the equality [1]

where J is the Frechet Jacobian of the homomorphism Φ (dual to the Miura
map Φ*):

WM f 217)
( 2 1 7 )

JlJ~ Daj

Here ^ is the usual Frechet derivative:

and a{s) = 8s(a).
The next two sections are devoted to the proof of the identity (2.16).

Remark. 2.19. Fix a positive integer N §; 2. Then the constraints

( ! " ) _ = 0 (2.20a)

and

*i(JS?") - (((JS? iV) t)^i) t - 0 (2.20b)

are preserved by the flows (2.2) and (2.4), respectively. The Miura map Φ* (2.11)
preserves these constraints and thus provides a Miura map into the scalar Lax
hierarchy based on the Lax operator

<?N = ξN ^Σui? . (2.21)

For N = 2 one gets the usual KdV and mKdV hierarchies, as proved in [10].
However, for N > 2, the hierarchy (2.20b) is clearly not isomorphic to the modified
Lax hierarchy constructed in [1]. It is not even clear whether it's isomorphic to the
degenerate modified Lax hierarchy constructed in [15].

3. The ax - Part

In the Hamiltonian matrix BmK? (2.10), the variable a\ is separated from the w's.
In this section we prove that part of the equality (2.16) which involves a\. The
next section addresses the contribution of the w's.

Let us introduce the new variables

αI. = (-l) / + 1fl l , (3.1)

so that
w, = (-\y+ιWi. (3.2)

(In other words, we work with U and jSft instead of L and «£?.) In the new
variables, the negative of the Hamiltonian matrices Bκ? (2.9) and BmK? (2.10) take
the form
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(3.3)

a0 a

/O d

d 0

(3.4)

where the bars have been dropped off the variables Ai's, ά 's, ϊv, 's; and the Miura
homomoφhism (2.15) takes the form

Φ(Ai) = Qi(ao)ax + Σ ( α + j ) β/-i-α(floK . (3.5)

The next step in proving the identity (2.16) is to prepare formulae for the Frechet
Jacobian J . From formula (3.5) we have, with Qa standing for Qa(a0):

Λo = aιD(Qk) + Σ *>*D(Qk-ι-a), (3.6a)

where

Da0

Λi = Qk

_ DΦ(^^)

Hence, for the matrix J(-BmKP) we obtain

(3.6b)

(3.6c)

Wj

α

Similarly, for the matrix β we get

a\

Φ(AS)

Σ (β 11
(3.8)
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so that, finally

357

= Qkd + £>(&-!-

\aλD(Qk) + Σ ( α * ! ) w-Afit

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

(3.9c)

For the right-hand-side of formula (2.16) we obtain

dv (3.10a)

Σ Qk+s-v-1-yWy

(3.10b)

For each fixed pair of indices (k,s), we have to verify the equality {(3.9) = (3.10)}.
Each of these expressions is a differential operator linearly dependent upon a\ and
the w's. Thus, the desired equality breaks into separate subequalities for a\ and
each of the w's. The αi-terms, entering at the beginning of the expression (3.9a, b)
and (3.10a, b), combine into the following identity to be verified:

(3.111)

Using formulae ((4.20) and (4.18) in [10])

(3.12)

(3.13)
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we can transform the expression (3.111) as follows:

- [α,D(β,)3βt]t + aφ(Qk)dQs [by (3.12)]

=α,[(5 + uf - Qk]Qs - {fll[(δ + u)s - Qs]Qkγ

=α,(3 + M/β, - [α,(3 + itf&jt [by (3.13)]

( J) t+ί-«3" - Σ

which is (3.1 lr).
Thus, the αi-terms are taken care of. Now Fix γ 6 Z+. For w = wy, the w-terms
in the expressions (3.9), (3.10) contribute the following identity to be verified in
order for the canonical property of the Miura map to be proven:

i + l
μ+l

w

wdμ+i

= Σ

7+1
μ+l

k -f s — v

Qs-l-j

(3.14)

The next section is devoted to a proof of this identity.

4. The w - Part

We consider firstly the case when s = 0. The identity (3.14) reduces in this case
to the identity

For the left-hand-side of (4.1) we have:

w [by (3.12)]

(4.1)

k

k
Σ
v>0

k- 1 -y

v
(4.2)
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which is the same as the right-hand-side of (4.1) provided we use the identity

i i ) C " ; " " ) - ( i ; 0 0 ) - (4-3)

Thus, (3.14) is true for s = 0. Similarly, it is true for k = 0, which amounts to the
adjoint of {formula (4.1) with s replacing k}. From now on, we consider the case

k > 0, s > 0 (4.4)

of the identity (3.14) to be verified. The first two terms on the left-hand-side of
(3.14) we transform as follows:

t
[by(3.12)]

[by(3.13)]

Σ (*"

γ i j i l Z ^ l v I V ^ J ϋί-y-i-vtx ^s-y-\^κ\ <v \Py (4-3 )J

(4.5a)

(4.5b)

We now transform the remaining third summand in the left-hand-side of (3.14):

k \ is
oc+β=y+v+l

'-(v)(- a ) V w ]&-/» (4 6 a )

y _i_ γ _j_ 1 » ̂ Λ I D \ i) J V - / " I -&Λ—y—v—i V ^ . D D j

(4.6c)
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The first term in (4.6b) and the second term in (4.6c) together cancel out the
expression (4.5b). By using the identity

k-y-\

the remaining first term in (4.6c) can be transformed as

v + , , ~ , v , - , - - . - - [by (2.12), (3.13)]

lc~l~'}ΰ^,-,-ι-,<>' [by (4.3)]

* - ' ^ ) „&.,_,_,_,„. (4.8a,

while the remaining second term in (4.6b) is minus adjoint of {(4.8a) with the
indices k and s interchanged}:

(4.8b)

But (4.8a, b) cancel out (4.5a). Thus, only the expression (4.6a) is left from the
left-hand-side of the sought after identity (3.14), which now simplifies to

. (4.9)

Recall that A:,5 ,y are fixed. The identity (4.9) follows from the following slightly
more general identity:

a_β [(;) *& - (5) (-ay*] a-

^fk + s-v\ \fk\ „ Λv ( s \ , .Λ v^ , .. 1 Λ Λ

= Σ) I Qk+s-y-vwdv - (-dyQk+s_y-vw\ , (4.10)
v V V / L \ v / ^ v

which, in turn, results when the identity

Σ
a+β=v+γ

γ_v3v (4.1 lr)

is subtracted from {its adjoint, with the indices k and s interchanged }. We transform
(4.111) as follows:
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β

[by (4.7)]

[by (3.13)]

:+s-β-y
v

k+s-y-β
v

and comparing this expression to the expression (4.1 lr) we see that we are left
with checking the combinatorial identity

Since

A/v - ; - ( * " ) C ' <4 13)

the right-hand-side of (4.12) becomes

f+β-s){v

so that the identity (4.12) finally reduces to the identity

'k + s — v\ r ^ / ί \ / A: - v

y J^KβJKy + β-*!' ( 4 > 1 4 )

which in turn, results upon picking out the ^-coefficients in the equality

(1 + t)h+s~v = (1 + 0*0 + 0*~v (4.15)

The canonical property of the Miura map is proven.

5. The Extended KP Hierarchy

In this section we use the canonical property of the mKP —> KP Miura map to
construct the eKP hierarchy, and to show that it is a Hamiltonian system isomorphic
to the mKP hierarchy.

The nth flow of the eKP hierarchy consists of the nth flow (2.2) of the KP
hierarchy and an evolution equation for one extra variable u:
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«( = 3 ^ " [ ( L " ) t ] + e - / " ( l ) . (5.1)

We first transform (5.1) into a more manageable form. By formulae (2.6), (2.7),

and since
eIudse-J\l) = Qs(-u), (5.2)

(5.1) becomes

( n ^ ) (5.3)

We see that the eKP hierarchy can be written in the form

/ = ΣBuAs(δH/δAs),

(5.4)
K, = ΣBl?(δH/δAs),

with H — Hn+\ for the flow #n.

Theorem 5.5. {\)The matrix BQK? entering the system (5.4):

is Hamiltonian;

Φ(u) =

Φ(Ai) =

BeK

(»)

(-1

u
P = u ( o

A<< V(-i)*a(-«)δ
ΓΛe Miura map

«=oVα +

(5.6)

™ )

(5.7 a)

(- iy + 1 + α w α β ί _ 1 - α (- f lo) , (5.7 b)

is canonical between the Hamiltonian structures BmK? (2.10) and BQK? (5.6); (iii)
The Miura map (5.7) is inυertible; (iv) Under the invertible Miura map (5.7), the
nth flow of the eKP hierarchy transforms into the nth flow of the mKP hierarchy.

Proof (iii) We have, from (5.7a) and (5.7b) with i = 0:

Φ(u) = ao, Φ(A0) = a χ . (5.8)

For i > 1, the remaining system (5.7b), considered as a system of equations on the
wf

as, is lower-triangular with the Γs on the diagonal. Hence, the Miura Φ map is
invertible. In fact, we can write down an explicit formula for the inverse map Φ~ι.
Indeed, recalling that the formula (5.7b) was obtained in Sect. 2 as formula (2.11),
we can reverse the map Φ as follows:

a0 = u ,
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and then

L = ξ+ Σ ^ Γ ' - 1 ~ 2 = e-^Le^o = L\ξ»i+a<j

ξ + u)-i-1 [by(2.12)]
i>

so that
Φ~ι(a0) = u,

Φ"1(«y+i)= Σ (~V
i+a=j \

(ii) Since

^ ^ = 5 ? , (5.10)

in checking the canonical property of the Miura map in terms of the identity to be
verified:

Φ ( B Q K P ) = JBmK?β , (5.11)

we have to check only the equality of the entries in the w-row of the matrix in the
left-hand-side of (5.11): the w-column will follow from that by taking the adjoint,
and the remaining submatrix BKP of the matrix BeKP has been checked before (the
check being equivalent to the canonical property of the mKP —> KP Miura map).
Now, from (5.10) and (2.10) we obtain:

a 0 a i wt

( J B m K ? ) u ( . ) = w ( 0 | d\ 0 ) , (5.12)

while, by (5.7b),
u A?

(5.13)
o (-y-

where the entries marked by "*" are inconsequential. Multiplying (5.12) and (5.13)
we get

u As

(JBmK?β)u( . ) = M ( 0 d(-\YQs(-ao)) ,

which is precisely the u-row of the matrix # e K P (5.6) when α0 is identified with
Φ(u);

(i) Since the matrix BeK? (5.6) is connected with the Hamiltonian matrix # m K P

(2.10) by an invertible canonical map, the matrix BeK? is also Hamiltonian; (iv) The
nih eKP flow is generated by the Hamiltonian matrix BQK? (5.6) and the Hamiltonian
(2.6a)

Hn+ι = Res(Z,"+1)/(« + 1). (5.14a)
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The nth mKP flow is generated by the Hamiltonian matrix BmK? (2.10) and the
Hamiltonian (2.6a)

JTΛ+i = Res(jr+ 1)/(/2 + 1). (5.14b)

By (ii), the Hamiltonian matrices are connected by the Miura homomoφhism Φ
(5.7). But the Hamiltonians Hn+\ and 34?n+i are also Φ-related:

in + \)Φ(Hn+ι) = Φ[ResLw+1)] = Res[Φ(LΛ+1)]

= RQs[(e-Ia°LeIa°)n+l] = Res(JS?Λ+1) = (Λ +

Thus, the KP hierarchy is a subhierarchy of the mKP hierarchy, with the com-
plement of the projection mKP —> KP being the single scalar field αo This is purely
infinite-component effect: in the familiar single-component mKdV —» KdV situation,
the KdV equation is also a projection from the mKdV one [12], but the Kernel is
not another field.

6. Discrete MKP Hierarchy

Let A : K —> K be an automoφhism of a commutative ring K. (The latter may be
thought of as Fun(Z), with (Af)(n) = f(n + 1) for / € K.) Let CA = A Γ [ ^ } ] , Ϊ G
Z + ,5 € Z, be the free polynomial ring with the action of the automoφhism A
extended to CA via the rule

Consider the ring CA = CA((ζ~1)), with the commutation relations

ζsc = A\c)ζ\ seZ,

and let L e CA be the following Lax operator:

1=0

The nih flow in the discrete KP hierarchy has the form

Lt = [(Ln)*o,L] = [L9(Ln)<o]. (6.2)

So far everything is very similar to the continuous case. Define

Res ( Σ ^ C * ) = θo , (6.3)

(not θ-ι !) and let us write c\ ~ c2 when (ci — c2) £ lm(A - 1). The Residue
formula (2.5) is still valid [6]. Denote

Ln - ΣCsPs(n), (6.4)
s

and set
H n = R Q s ( L n ) / n , n e N . (6.5)
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Then the Residue formula yields

d(Hn+ι) ~ Res(rfl Ln) = Res ( Σ W - ' C ' f t ί Ό ) = ΣdAίPί(n),

whence

pAn) = - ^ - . (6.6)

Substituting (6.6) into (6.2) we obtain the (first) Hamiltonian form of the discrete
KP hierarchy [13]:

At = ΣBf(δH/δAjl H = Hn+ι ,
j

where
Bf = ΔUi+j-Ai+jΔ-\ i,jeZ+. (6.7)

We now describe the discrete mKP hierarchy, which is a discrete version of the

k = 1 - nonstandard (continuous) integrable systems from [10]. Let CQA — K[Q^S\

a\s)], and pick the following Lax operator i f e CQA = CQia((ζ~x))\
oo

& = Qζ + ΣβίC-' (6.8)

The discrete mKP hierarchy has the nth flow

JSf, - [(J?nhu&] = [<?Λ&")ϊo] (6.9)

From the second equality in (6.9) we see that the flows are well defined. Since the
flow is in the Lax form, it has an infinite number of integrals

M?n =Res(iT)//2, neN. (6.10)

The commutativity of the discrete mKP flows doesn't follow from the general the-
ory [13, 16], but follows instead from the Hamiltonian formalism derived below.
(Alternatively, one can modify the arguments in [6] to provide a purely algebraic
proof of commutativity, bypassing the Hamiltonian formalism.)

Set
^ n = ΣCsπs(n). (6.11)

s

The Residue formula yields

fB+,) ~ R e s ^ i ? &") = Res [(dQζ +

so that

π _ 1 ( « ) = % i , no(n)=ψ±, (6.12)

π i + 1 ( » ) = — = ± ί , i e Z + . (6.13)
όai+1

Substituting formula (6.12) into the second equality in (6.9) we obtain

( ^ ) δ o = Q,ζ + ao,t = [JSf,(i

ao + ..., πo(«) + Γ 1 «-i(n) + ]go = [Qζ,

= [Q(Δ - l)(π o '
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(6.14)
0 Q(A-l)\/δH/δQ\

o j (A~l)Q 0 ) \δH/δao)

with H = Jί^+i. The matrix entering the right-hand-side of (6.14) is Hamiltonian
since in the variables (q = lnQ,ao) it becomes

0 A-\
\-A~x 0

which is skewsymmetric constant-coefficient. Similarly, the first equality in (6.9)
yields

—Ar—2

We see that the variables g,α 0 split from the rest. Denoting

the form (6.15) becomes

and using formulae (6.13) we obtain

(6.15)

(6.16)

(6.17)

(6.18)

For r = 1, the matrix Bι enters formula (6.17); for r = 0, the matrix B° is the
Hamiltonian matrix Bκ? (6.7). Since the matrix Br is linear in its arguments w's,
to show that it's Hamiltonian we have to exhibit the corresponding Lie algebra [6].
So,

To show that (6.17) is a Hamiltonioan form, set, for any r G Z+,
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Thus,
[X, \\k = 2^ \_ijΔ~KJ \Xi) — X[Λ \Xj)\ >

which is the commutator on the Lie algebra formed from the associative algebra
of discrete operators of the form {X = Σ;>o^£~'~ r } . Thus, the discrete mKP
hierarchy is Hamiltonian, with the corresponding Hamiltonian matrix (6.14), (6.15):

0

(1-^)2

\ o

- i )

0

0

0

0
(6.19)

7. Discrete Miura Map

In this section we first construct a map from the discrete mKP hierarchy into the
discrete KP one. Then this map will be shown to be canonical .

Deriving formula (6.14) we saw that

which implies that

( l n β ) , = ( J - i X π o ( 7 ! ) ) . (7.2)

Consider a ring Cw>a and the homomorphism h : CQA —> CWA, which is identical on
the α's and acts on Q as

h(Q) = e ^ " 1 ^ ) = ew ~w — ew few , (7.3)

so that

We can lift up the nth mKP flow from the ring CQA into the ring CWA by the rule

wt = A(πo(/i)) (7.5)

Formulae (7.2) and (7.4) then show that the w-version of the nih mKP flow is
/z-related to the nth mKP flow itself. Now consider the map

Φ* : i f - Qζ + Σ*i '

- ewQζe~w -

By fonnula (7.3),

L = ζ +

and

where RQ — \ and, for i > 0,

Ri = R,(Q) = ew~J

e»Qζe-w = ζ,

ewζ-ie~w = Riζ'1,

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)
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so that, for all z,

R> = nΐ=0Q^/Q . (7.9)

Thus, the Miura map (7.6) has the form

Φ(Ai) = Ri(Q)ah ieZ+. (7.10)

The argument involving w can be now erased, if desired, - the final product is the
Miura homomorphism Q : CA —> CQA (7.10), free from w-attributes.

We are now going to show that this map is canonical between the Hamiltonian
structures Bκ? (6.7) and BmK? (6.19). For this, we have to verify the criterion of
canonicity

JBmKFβ = Φ(BK?) , (7.11)

where the Frechet Jacobian J is computed from the Miura map Φ (7.10):

Q ao

J = Φ(An)(anD(Rn)\ Rnδ°n\ Rnδ'n) , (7.12)

Φ(Am)

-6 I J W • ( ? 1 3 )

Multiplying through formulae (7.12), (6.19), and (7.13), for the left-hand-side of
the equality (7.11) we obtain:

Q ao «y>o

= Φ(An)(δ°n(l-Δ-ι)Q\ anD(R^Q(Δ-l)\ Rn (aan+j-an+jA ~«),n > 0) ,

) n m = δ°n( 1 - A ~' )QD{Rm γam (7.14a)

+ δ°manD(Rn)Q(Δ - l)Rm (7.14b)

+ Rn(Δman+m - an+mΔ-")Rm (n,m > 0) (7.14c)

This is to be compared with the right-hand-side of the criterion (7.11):

Φ ( O = ΔmRn+man+m - Rn+man+mΔ-n (7.15)

Let us compare the (nθ)-entry in (7.14), which is (7.14b), with the (nθ)-entry in
(7.15): we have to show that

anD(Rn)Q(Δ - 1) = Rnan{\ - Δ~n), (7.16)

which is the same as

D(Rn)Q(Δ - 1) = Rn(l - A'"), (7.17)
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which is equivalent to

D(Rn) = Rn(ϊ - Δ-"){Δ - \TιQ-χ . (7.18)

Lemma 7.19.

= Rn

l-j^±. (7.20)

Proof. For n = 0, Ro = 1 by (7.9), so both sides of (7.20) vanish. Let now n > 0.
Then, by (7.9),

D(Rn) = .

f- l A-s _ R ^Λ-s]_ -R λ-λl~A~n l - R l ~ Δ ' n l

Thus, the ^o-columns in both sides of the criterion (7.11) coincide. Since both sides
of (7.11) are skew-symmetric matrices, the ^40-rows coincide too. Thus, it remains
to show that the expression (7.14c) (for n,m > 0) is the same as (7.15), which
amounts to the identity

P λm n Ώ λmΏ n

KΆΔ an-\.mκm — Δ κn+man+m ,

which is equivalent to
RnΔ

mRn = ΔmRn+m , (7.21)

which is equivalent to
R{-m)Rm = Rn+m , (7.22)

which can be seen as follows: by (7.9),

Thus, the Miura map is canonical .

8. The Discrete eKP Hierarchy

In this section we derive a decomposition which is similar to the continuous case:
mKP « KP + {u}.

The extended discrete KP hierarchy has, as its nth flow, Eq. (6.2) and the
equation

ut =u(Δ - l )Res(I Λ ) . (8.1)

By formula (6.6), this can be rewritten as

ύ = u(Δ-iχδHn+ι/δAQ)9 (8.2)

so that the whole discrete eKP hierarchy is governed by the (suspected to be Hamil-
tonian) matrix
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u Am

0 u(Λ-l)δ°m

J°(\-Δ-ι)u ΔmAn+m-An+mΔ-

Similar to the continuous Theorem 5.5, we have

Theorem 8.4. (i) The matrix BQK? (8.3) is Hamiltonian; (ii) The Miura map

Φ(u) = Q, Φ{Ai) = atRiQ), (8.5)

is canonical between the Hamiltonian structures BQK? (8.3) and BmK? (6.19); (iii)
The Miura map (8.5) is invertible; (iv) Under this inυertible Miura map the nth

flow of the eKP hierarchy transforms into the nth flow of the mKP hierarchy.

Proof (iii) Formulae (8.5) are easily inverted:

Φ~\Q) = u, Φ~\ai) = AilRΛμ) (8.6)

(ii) We have to verify the criterion of canonicity

JBmK?β = Φ(BQK?) , (8.7)

where J is the Frechet Jacobian of the map Φ (8.5). Since the discrete Miura map
mKP —> KP has been proven to be canonical in the previous section, we need to
examine only the w-row in the matrix Φ(2?eKP), which is, by formula (8.3):

Φ(u) Φ(Am)

Φ(«)(0| Q(A-l)δ°m). (8.8)

On the other hand, the w-row of the left-hand-side of the relation (8.7) comes out
of multiplying the matrices

Q a0 aj>0

( J 5 m K P ) M ( . ) = ( 0 | Q(A-1)\ 0)

and
Φ(u) Φ(A0) Φ(Am>0)

β, β r ° *
ao 0 1 0

«y>o \ 0 0 *

so that

Φ(u) Φ(A0) Φ(Am>0)

( J 5 m K P j t ) w ( . } = ( 0 I Q(Λ-\) I 0 ) 9 (8.9)

which is the same as (8.8); (i) Therefore, the matrix BeK? (8.3) is Hamiltonian,
representing the same Hamiltonian structure as the Hamiltonian matrix BmK? (6.19)
but in different coordinates; (iv) The Hamiltonian structures of the flows #n in the
mKP and eKP hierarchies respectively are related by the Homomorphism Φ (8.5).
But their Hamiltonians are also Φ-related:
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(τi + l)Φ(Hn+ι) = Φ[Res(Ln+ι)] = Res[Φ(L)'?+1] [by(7.6)]

JSfe-w)n+1] = Res(ewJSίw+1έΓw)

Remark 8.10, The basic variables in this paper have been considered as scalar

fields, all mutually commuting. Most of the results can be extended into the vastly

more general noncommutative case when the basic variables do not commute (e.g.,

being matrices). This is explained in [16].
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